
POWER RANGERS 2020 PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS 
 
IT’S MORPHIN TIME! From the BEAST MORPHERS back to the original MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER 
RANGERS, the POWER RANGERS have brought teamwork, action, and adventure to fans. The legacy 
continues with figures, vehicles, collectibles, and roleplay toys from Hasbro, celebrating Ranger teams 
from MIGHTY MORPHIN to the BEAST MORPHERS. Imagine all the action of POWER RANGERS with toys 
from Hasbro! Join the morphinominal action with the Rangers from the upcoming BEAST MORPHERS 
series as they protect the Morph-X from villains who may try to steal it! Kick up the action with the 
LIGHTNING COLLECTION which features over two decades of iconic characters from the storied POWER 
RANGERS franchise. In spring, kids can act out epic scenes with roleplay items like the BEAST-X KING 
MORPHER and MORPH-X KEY SYSTEM.  Then in fall, kids can play out entertainment inspired scenes with 
the BEAST-X KING ULTRAZORD figure, along with the BEAST-X KING MEGA BOW and BEAST-X KING SPIN 
SABER. All of this and more in this year’s POWER RANGERS line. Go Go POWER RANGERS!  

LIGHTNING COLLECTION 
 
POWER RANGERS LIGHTNING COLLECTION MIGHTY MORPHIN DRAGON DAGGER 
(Ages 18 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $59.99/Available: Fall 2020) 
Hasbro’s premium LIGHTNING COLLECTION is going beyond its premium line of figures with role play 
products like the POWER RANGERS LIGHTNING COLLECTION MIGHTY MORPHIN DRAGON DAGGER, the 
world’s most memorable trumpet knife, aka flute sword! Tommy Oliver used the Dragon Dagger to call 
the powerful Dragonzord from the sea, and he never even had to move his mouth! With this MIGHTY 
MORPHIN DRAGON DAGGER collectible, fans can play some sweet synth tunes, mix up the music in 
remix mode, or display this epic piece of POWER RANGERS history on their shelves. Ever imagined 
putting a trumpet knife up to your metallic helmet lips, pressing some buttons, and calling an ancient 
and powerful zord from the depths of the ocean? Well now you can… still imagine it, but while holding a 
screen-inspired replica of the iconic flute sword itself, the Dragon Dagger! Inspired by the 
weapon/instrument from MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS, this collectible features lights and 
sounds with premium paint and decorative details inspired by the show, along with button-activated 
light and sound effects including the classic Dragonzord call. Go Go Power Rangers! Look for more 
collectibles in the LIGHTNING COLLECTION. Each sold separately. Available for pre-order on 
HasbroPulse.com and at most major toy retailers nationwide in fall 2020. 
 
POWER RANGERS LIGHTNING COLLECTION 6” MIGHTY MORPHIN BLUE RANGER Figure 
(Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $19.99/Available: Summer 2020) 
It’s Morphin Time! Introducing a new era of POWER RANGERS collectibles with Hasbro’s POWER 
RANGERS LIGHTNING COLLECTION 6” Figures! The LIGHTNING COLLECTION features over two decades 
of iconic characters from this storied franchise, and Hasbro is excited to bring its own take to this 
premium line. The LIGHTNING COLLECTION’s highly-articulated, 6-inch figures will have best-in-class 
detailing and design, and will feature Photo Real technology for realistic actor likenesses. Billy Cranston 
is the brains of the team, inventing helpful gadgets as the Triceratops-powered Blue Ranger! The 
MIGHTY MORPHIN BLUE RANGER Figure features premium paint and decorative details inspired by the 
show. It includes over 20 points of articulation for high poseability, swappable heads of the Ranger with 
and without his helmet, 4 character-inspired accessories including the Blue Ranger’s power lance and an 
extra pair of hands for more ways to play or display. Look for other collectible figures in this series, 
including the ZEO GOLD RANGER Figure, MIGHTY MORPHIN RANGER SLAYER Figure and TIME FORCE 
RED RANGER Figure. Each sold separately. Available for pre-order on HasbroPulse.com and at most 
major toy retailers nationwide in summer 2020. 



 
POWER RANGERS LIGHTNING COLLECTION 6” ZEO GOLD RANGER Figure 
(Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $19.99/Available: Summer 2020) 
It’s Morphin Time! Introducing a new era of POWER RANGERS collectibles with Hasbro’s POWER 
RANGERS LIGHTNING COLLECTION 6” Figures! The LIGHTNING COLLECTION features over two decades 
of iconic characters from this storied franchise, and Hasbro is excited to bring its own take to this 
premium line. The LIGHTNING COLLECTION’s highly-articulated, 6-inch figures will have best-in-class 
detailing and design, and will feature Photo Real technology for realistic actor likenesses. Trey of Triforia 
arrives on Earth to help the ZEO POWER RANGERS battle the Machine Empire! The ZEO GOLD RANGER 
Figure features premium paint and decorative details inspired by the show. It includes over 20 points of 
articulation for high poseability, swappable heads of the Ranger with and without his helmet, 2 
character-inspired accessories including the Gold Ranger’s power staff and an extra pair of hands for 
more ways to play or display. Look for other collectible figures in this series, including the MIGHTY 
MORPHIN BLUE RANGER Figure, MIGHTY MORPHIN RANGER SLAYER Figure and TIME FORCE RED 
RANGER Figure. Each sold separately. Available for pre-order on HasbroPulse.com and at most major toy 
retailers nationwide in summer 2020. 
 
POWER RANGERS LIGHTNING COLLECTION 6” MIGHTY MORPHIN RANGER SLAYER Figure 
(Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $19.99/Available: Summer 2020) 
It’s Morphin Time! Introducing a new era of POWER RANGERS collectibles with Hasbro’s POWER 
RANGERS LIGHTNING COLLECTION 6” Figures! The LIGHTNING COLLECTION features over two decades 
of iconic characters from this storied franchise, and Hasbro is excited to bring its own take to this 
premium line. The LIGHTNING COLLECTION’s highly-articulated, 6-inch figures will have best-in-class 
detailing and design, and will feature Photo Real technology for realistic actor likenesses. In an alternate 
reality, the former MIGHTY MORPHIN PINK RANGER Kimberly Hart is brainwashed by LORD DRAKKON 
and becomes the RANGER SLAYER! The MIGHTY MORPHIN RANGER SLAYER Figure features premium 
paint and decorative details inspired by the show. It includes over 20 points of articulation for high 
poseability, swappable heads of the Ranger with and without his helmet, 5 character-inspired 
accessories including the Bow of Darkness, along with a blast effect piece for more ways to play or 
display. Look for other collectible figures in this series, including the MIGHTY MORPHIN BLUE RANGER 
Figure, ZEO GOLD RANGER Figure and TIME FORCE RED RANGER Figure. Each sold separately. Available 
for pre-order on HasbroPulse.com and at most major toy retailers nationwide in summer 2020. 
 
POWER RANGERS LIGHTNING COLLECTION 6” TIME FORCE RED RANGER Figure 
(Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $19.99/Available: Summer 2020) 
It’s Morphin Time! Introducing a new era of POWER RANGERS collectibles with Hasbro’s POWER 
RANGERS LIGHTNING COLLECTION 6” Figures! The LIGHTNING COLLECTION features over two decades 
of iconic characters from this storied franchise, and Hasbro is excited to bring its own take to this 
premium line. The LIGHTNING COLLECTION’s highly-articulated, 6-inch figures will have best-in-class 
detailing and design, and will feature Photo Real technology for realistic actor likenesses. The easygoing 
Wesley Collins enjoys his life of luxury but joins the TIME FORCE as the Red Ranger when they need him 
most. The TIME FORCE RED RANGER Figure features premium paint and decorative details inspired by 
the show. It includes over 20 points of articulation for high poseability, swappable heads of the Ranger 
with and without his helmet, 3 character-inspired accessories including the Chrono Saber and Chrono 
Blaster accessories, along with a blast effect piece for more ways to play or display. Look for other 
collectible figures in this series, including the MIGHTY MORPHIN BLUE RANGER Figure, ZEO GOLD 
RANGER Figure and MIGHTY MORPHIN RANGER SLAYER Figure. Each sold separately. Available for pre-
order on HasbroPulse.com and at most major toy retailers nationwide in summer 2020. 



 
 


